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A sensitive experimental method for ion spectroscopy and state specific reaction dynamics is
described, briefly called laser induced reactions~LIR!. The technique is based on~i! trapping ions
over a long time in a cold 22-pole rf ion trap followed by mass spectrometric detection,~ii !
providing a suitable low density gas environment for collisions,~iii ! modifying the low temperature
chemical kinetics using selective excitation via a tunable radiation source. In this paper, the H-atom
transfer reaction C2H2

1 (v351,J)1H2→C2H3
11H, is used to monitor the infrared excitation of

acetylene ions. Rotationally resolved spectra are presented for the antisymmetric C–H stretching
vibration. For recording a spectrum, it is sufficient to fill the trap with a few thousand parent ions.
Differences with respect to conventional IR spectroscopy are discussed, especially the processes
which influence the LIR signal. From the measured intensities and their dependence on parameters
such as storage time, laser fluence and target gas density, information on state specific rate
coefficients has been obtained at an ambient temperature of 90 K. Based on a model simulating the
kinetics, rate coefficients for various inelastic and reactive collisions are derived. Vibrational
excitation of C2H2

1 (v351,J) increases the rate of the title reaction by more than three orders of
magnitude, while rotation hinders the reaction. The fine-structure state of the parent ion does not
affect its reactivity. Ways are pointed out to apply the method to various classes of molecular ions.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1487373#
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INTRODUCTION

Spectroscopic methods which make use of optical de
tion schemes such as laser absorption spectroscopy or
induced fluorescence are generally restricted to spe
which can be formed in large quantities. Due to the trans
nature of ions this is a formidable task for most molecu
ions. Very successfully, discharges are used for obtain
high enough densities,1 recently also in combination with th
cavity ring down method.2 However, even with a simple pre
cursor molecule, plasma chemistry gives rise to a lot of m
lecular species~neutrals, ions as well as radicals! which may
absorb in the spectral range of interest. Usually this lead
a spectral congestion which has to be sorted out v
carefully.1 Alternatively, various spectroscopic approach
have been based on fast ion beams and charge transfe
tection schemes.3 In most of these processes, the interact
time is very short and the dependence of the cross sec
on the internal excitation of the ion is very small, especia
in the case of infrared excitation. To overcome some of th
problems ion trapping, guiding and swarm techniques h
been combined with laser excitation. Examples inclu
chemical probing of vibrationally excited ions in an IC
cell,4 and laser induced charge transfer in a drift tube.5 Well
established is the method of laser induced predissociatio
metastable ions or weakly bound ion complexes using a
octopole ion guide for collecting the charged fragments.6–8
The experiments presented in this paper are based on a
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pole-trapping apparatus, which has been developed
studying ion–molecule reactions at low temperatures~10
K–300 K!.

For LIR spectroscopy one has to select the reaction p
ners such that the reaction rate, relevant for the ion of in
est, sufficiently changes if the ion absorbs a laser photon
the ideal case this is a weakly endothermic reaction whic
very slow in the cold environment of the trap. An excitatio
spectrum is recorded by iteratively detecting the product s
nal as a function of the laser frequency under otherwise id
tical conditions. A recently published example is the las
induced charge transfer~CT! N2

11hn1Ar→N21Ar1.9 In
the present study, the LIR spectroscopy is extended into
infrared regime. In particular, the method has been applie
record a ro-vibrational spectrum of the polyatomic molecu
ion C2H2

1 . For detecting the excitation of the acetylene io
the reaction

C2H2
11H2→C2H3

11H ~1!

which is very slow below 300 K, has been used.
Reaction~1! has been the subject of a variety of expe

mental and theoretical studies. It has been concluded f
various experiments10,11 that this reaction is endothermic b
about 50 meV leading to a rate coefficient well belo
10212cm3/s at the temperatures of the present experim
~10 K–150 K!. One report from a very low temperature fre
jet expansion experiment reveals that the reaction
22-exothermic.12 Some recent experiments report the H2 loss

8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Rates and rate coefficients atT590 K relevant for the kinetics model shown in Fig. 2.

Rates/Rate
coefficients Quantity Symbol Value Units Ref.

Spectral energy
density

Diode laser system r 3.9310217 Js/m3 This
work

Difference frequency
generation laser system

r 3.7310216 Js/m3 This
work

Absorption rate
Diode laser system Rabs 18.3 1/s
Difference frequency
generation laser system
~cw equivalent!

Rabs 172 1/s

Emission rate EinsteinA coefficient A 520 1/s 17

Rate coefficients

Langevin kL 1.5931029 cm3/s
Radiative association krad 7310214 cm3/s 11
Ternary association k3 7.2310226 cm6/s 11
Vibrational relaxation krlx 2310211 cm3/s 19

krlx (1.3360.04)31029 cm3/s This
work

Reaction
~v351, J858.5!

k* (2.660.4)310210 cm3/s This
work

Reaction (v350) k ,10213 cm3/s 10, 11

Population Thermal population g 0.025
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~T590 K, J958.5!
from C2H4
1 ions using a threshold photoelectron photoi

coincidence spectrometer.13 For the near thermoneutral rea
tion ~1! interesting effects of the internal excitation~vibra-
tion, rotation, fine structure! can be expected.

It has been shown in a sensitive low number dens
experiment11 (109 cm23– 1012cm23) and corroborated by
phase space calculations14 that, at low temperatures, th
dominant loss of C2H2

1 ions occurs via radiative associatio

C2H2
11H2→C2H4

11hn, ~2!

having a rate coefficient of onlykr57.1310214cm3/s ~80
K!. Therefore almost no loss of C2H2

1 occurs and very few
C2H3

1 products are formed at low temperatures without la
excitation. In summary it was expected from all these res
that detection of C2H3

1 can be a sensitive monitor for C2H2
1

excitation provided reaction~1! is enhanced by the ro
vibrational excitation of the parent ion.

Laser induced reaction is not only a means of very s
sitive spectroscopy. Since absorption of a laser photon
followed by molecular collision processes, in particular re
tive collisions, LIR is an interesting tool to determine sta
specific rate coefficients and to learn more about the role
vibration, rotation and fine-structure states in the associa
reaction dynamics. This ability has been first demonstra
for the charge transfer system N2

11Ar.9 In this case rate
coefficients for the CT reaction and rotational inelastic co
sions of vibrational ground state N2

1 have been determined
Also upper boundary values for the probability of a fi
e or a nuclear spin flip have been found.
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the present study a simple kinetics model will be presen
and used to determine rotational state specific rate co
cients for the title reaction.

After a short description of the experimental details
the trapping apparatus and the production of the IR la
light, results on the spectroscopy will be given and compa
to previous experiments using a conventional absorption
paratus. Next a model kinetics system describing the w
defined elementary processes occurring in the trap will
given. Experimental results measured for various parame
are presented in the following section and rate coefficie
are derived employing the results of the kinetics model.
the final section these results are discussed in the framew
of the role of a C2H4

1 collision complex. The paper is con
cluded with an extensive discussion of future applicatio
and possible technical extensions of this new method of L

EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup is described in det
elsewhere.15 Briefly, mass selected ions are confined in
temperature variable rf multipole trap where they can re
with ambient gas. After selected storage times, primary i
as well as reaction products are extracted from the trap, m
analyzed and detected with almost unit detection efficie
using conventional ion counting.

In the present experiment, acetylene ions which are p
duced by electron bombardment in an ion storage sou
Incontaining a (C2H2 ,H2) gas mixture, are stored for long

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Rotationally resolved LIR
spectrum of the antisymmetric C–H
stretching vibration of C2H2

1 . C2H3
1

products are used as a monitor for th
excitation of the parent ions. The po
sitions of theP, Q, and R branches,
calculated from high resolution lase
absorption data published by Oka’
group ~Ref. 1!, are indicated by the
four scales. For theP branch a simu-
lated spectrum is shown as a solid lin
assuming a rotational temperature o
T590 K.
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times in an rf 22-pole ion trap at low temperatures and v
ous hydrogen densities. Typical parameters used for the
sults of this paper were a storage time of 2 s, an amb
temperature of 90 K and a target gas number density of
31011n-H2 /cm3. The stored ion ensemble was exposed
IR laser light at about 3140 cm21 corresponding to the asym
metric C–H stretching mode (n3) of the acetylene ion. The
IR radiation has been generated by difference frequency m
ing of a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser and the fundamental o
seeded Nd:YAG. Maximum pulse energies of 2 mJ of
radiation at a repetition rate of 30 Hz and a band width
Dn50.24 cm21 have been obtained. The spectral energy d
sity experienced by the ion cloud is given by

r5P/~AeffcDn!, ~3!

whereP is the corresponding cw laser power andAeff is the
effective cross-sectional area of the laser and the ion clou
the trap. The dimension of the latter is larger than the cr
section of the laser beam inside the trap. Due to the statis
nature of the absorption process and the fact that each
explores much of the trapping volume during a storage t
of seconds it is thus safe to assume thatAeff is given by the
cross section of the ion cloud which has been calcula
previously9 to be about 0.57 cm2. Multiplied with the Ein-
steinB coefficient this spectral intensity gives the laser ex
tation rate

Rabs5rBi→ f , ~4!

which is important for the kinetics discussed below. For t
purpose the spectral energy density and the laser excita
rate of the pulsed laser system are summarized in Tab
For absolute frequency calibration absorption in CH4 was
used. The linearity of the frequency scan provided by st
ping the grating of the dye laser was checked with a 9.8 G
etalon. After the storage time of 2 s during which the ion
sample has been exposed to 60 laser shots, the numb
C2H3

1 products were counted. For improving theS/N ratio
the procedure injection, irradiation, reaction and extract
has been repeated 20 times before the laser was tuned t
next frequency.

For the kinetics studies, a diode laser system with a
output of 0.7 mW distributed among 3 to 4 modes has a

been used. The linewidth of the mode of interest has bee
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determined asDn50.01 cm21. The spectral energy density
r, is about 10 times smaller than the corresponding equ
lent cw value for the pulsed laser system~see Table I!. Due
to the fact that the productRabs~peak)Dtpulse.1 for the
pulsed laser system, the number of excited species is lim
by the number of available ground state species~statei! in
this case. This saturation effect leads to a smaller aver
number of excited species as compared to the equivalen
operation. Consequences from this finding on the result
the kinetics study are discussed below.

SPECTROSCOPY

The result of a laser scan while monitoring trapp
C2H3

1 reaction products is shown in Fig. 1. It exhibits theP,
Q, andR branch of then3 fundamental of C2H2

1 . This spec-
trum clearly shows that exciting then3 mode of C2H2

1 en-
hances the efficiency of reaction~1! substantially. Due to the
limited resolution of the laser system, theQ branch appears
unresolved. In this way it becomes one of the domin
peaks although the Ho¨nl–London factors for these transition
are unfavorable. In theP branch the spin–orbit splitting is
fully resolved while it is only partly resolved for theR
branch. Each rotational line consists of two contributions d
to L doubling which remains also unresolved with the ban
width of the present laser system. The multiplicity of th
ortho and para nuclear spin configuration of C2H2

1 is hidden
in this doublet according to symmetry considerations.1 For
comparison with previous high resolution laser absorpt
data published by Oka’s group1 the positions of each indi-
vidual ro-vibrational transition for the two fine structur
components are depicted by the scales atop the presen
perimental spectrum. Considering the limited spectral re
lution of the present study the peak positions are in v
good agreement with the earlier results.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, about 1000 C2H3
1 ions are

produced in addition when the laser is tuned to a favora
transition. As described above the integration time was 4
i.e., 20 iterations with 2 s each. This signal was obtaine
with about 1700 parent ions filled into the trap each tim
These small numbers of initial ions demonstrate the v
high sensitivity of the LIR spectroscopy. Note that aS/N

nratio of better than 10 is reached with a total of only;34 000

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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set
parent ions per wavelength step. The present backgro
level of about 3400 C2H3

1-product ions is also present with
out the laser. It is mainly due to internally hot acetylene io
which have not been quenched in the ion source, partly
to an elevated kinetic energy the ions have directly a
injection, and to a small fraction due to C2HD1 formation.
The enhancement due to vibrational excitation is about 3
This figure can be largely increased when the cooling p
cess of the C2H2

1 ions is improved, both in the storage io
source and by using an intense He pulse for cooling the
in the trap as described in detail in Ref. 16. With the
changes of the experimental conditions it will be possible
obtain background free spectra. For a further improvemen
the S/N ratio, the conversion of primary ions should be i
creased in future experiments. The current maximum sig
level corresponds to total conversion of about 3% in 2 s,
531024 per laser shot. Thus there is ample room for furth
improvement of the signal level, because in principle,
primary ions can be converted into products.

The high sensitivity of the LIR spectroscopy allows o
to record high quality spectra. The Doppler broadening
be rather small since one can work at temperatures as lo
10 K, in other traps at even lower temperatures. The
C2H2

1 has been used as a test case since good spectral
stants are known for then3 band from the Oka group. Th
present results are in good agreement with the publis
data. Replacing the laser used with a diode laser spectr
eter a spectral resolution which is given by the low tempe
ture Doppler width ~,100 MHz! can be obtained. The
method can be used to obtain accurate values forL doubling
even for small rotational quantum numbers. With this las
also low lying vibrations such as the antisymmetric bend
vibration of C2H2

1 ~Pu bending! can be excited. This fre
quency is not known to spectroscopic accuracy to date. O
spectroscopic applications are possible, e.g., excitation s
tra involving two IR photons. Especially when using puls
gas inlets and pulsed lasers, as in the present experim
pump–probe experiments on the millisecond time scale
come feasible. In such experiments lifetimes of vibratio
states can be determined.

KINETICS MODEL AND RESULTS

At first sight it seems to be a problem of the LIR-meth
to understand quantitatively the measured intensities. T
can be seen in Fig. 1 where theP branch of the experimenta
spectrum is compared to a simulated spectrum of aT
590 K ensemble of C2H2

1 . For the simulation the light ab
sorption cross sections, Ho¨nl–London factors as well as th
thermal population of the absorbing levels have been con
ered as in the case of absorption spectroscopy. Obvio
there is a difference between the measured and calcu
spectra. Lower rotational states are slightly underestima
and higher rotational states are overestimated in the sim
simulation. In comparison to absorption spectroscopy h
the signal is, in addition, influenced by several compet
kinetic processes. These processes are described in the
lowing set of chemical reactions which are shown schem

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 5, 1 August 2002
cally in Fig. 2. Rates and rate coefficients related to the in
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dividual steps are listed in Table I. The laser induced kine
starts with the excitation of the parent ion to a particu
ro-vibrational level, indicated by the bold energy level~rate:
Rabs!

C2H2
1~v50,J 9!1hnLaser→C2H2

1* ~v51,J8!. ~5!

Instead of reacting with an H2 target molecule~rate co-
efficient: k* !

C2H2
1* ~v51,J8!1H2→C2H3

11H, ~6!

the excited ion can also fluoresce back to the vibratio
ground state~EinsteinA coefficient!

C2H2
1* ~v51,J8!→C2H2

1~v50,J!1hn. ~7!

In this way @reactions~5!–~7!# the rotational state distribu
tion of the ground state C2H2

1 is changed depending on th
Hönl–London factors. According to anab initio calculation
the intensity of then3 band is about 400 km/mole17 corre-
sponding to a lifetime of about 2 ms. At the density used
the present experiment,@H2#52.731011cm23, about one
collision with H2 occurs on this time scale. Note, howeve
that such a collision does not necessarily lead to the for
tion of products as given by reaction~6! but also quenching
of the vibrational excitation (krlx) can occur

C2H2
1* ~v51,J8!1H2→C2H2

1~v50,J9!1H2. ~8!

In the description of the kinetics, one also has to account
the loss of primary ions by radiative (krad)

C2H2
11H2→C2H4

11hn ~9!

and ternary association (k3)

C2H2
112H2→C2H4

11H2, ~10!

both forming C2H4
1 products. Reactions~9! and~10! are de-

noted askass5krad1k3@H2# in Fig. 2. In some cases als
secondary reactions of the products have to be consid

FIG. 2. Kinetics model. Reaction pathways for the formation of vib
tionally excited C2H2

1 , C2H3
1 products, and C2H4

1 products are given as
arrows. Rates associated with these pathways are given by the corres
ing symbol. Values for the rates and rate coefficients are given in Tab
They have been determined by comparing the analytical solution of the
of master equations to experimental data shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

2071Reactions in an ion trap
-~not shown in Fig. 2!.
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Especially important is the fact that the trapping expe

ment deals with a finite number of stored ions. Since
laser induced reaction causes a loss of those ions which
in the particular ground state level (J9) pumped during a
scan, long exposure to the laser leads to an expone
depletion of this level, if one assumes that there are no p
cesses refilling this hole in the distribution. Note that f
example the reverse reaction of reaction~6! does not take
place because there is no atomic hydrogen in the t
@H#50. Inelastic collisions between remaining ions and h
drogen molecules repopulate the state the laser inter
with. For these processes different efficiencies have to
considered for the relaxation of molecular rotation, fi
structure and theL-doublet components with opposite parit

Figure 3 shows the normalized formation of C2H3
1 prod-

ucts, @C2H3
1#/@C2H2

1#0 , as a function of the storage tim
when pumping the transitionP(9) with the diode laser sys
tem. Up to about 6 seconds the number of product ions
creases linearly with the time the ions are exposed to
laser. Up to this point more than 10% of the primary ions
converted into products. This quantity largely exceeds
2.5% which is calculated from the thermal population of t
ground state level which is pumped. This result shows t
rotational relaxation is happening on a time scale sho
than seconds, i.e., in fewer than 400 collisions. Therefor
is safe to assume for our analysis that C2H2

1(J9) and
C2H2

1(JÞJ9) are in thermal equilibrium at any time

@C2H2
1~J9!#/@C2H2

1#5g5@C2H2
1~J9!#T /@C2H2

1#T

5const, ~11!

whereg is the thermal population of stateJ9 ~see Table I!
and the subscriptT refers to a thermal equilibrium distribu
tion. In our model the two fine structure states are also th
mally populated. Due to the stepwise scheme represente
the kinetics diagram given in Fig. 2, a very simple expr

FIG. 3. Dependence of the C2H3
1 product signal on the irradiation time at

constant@H2# number density of 2.631011 cm23. Up to 6 seconds the signa
increases linearly, solid line. From the slope the rate coefficient for reac
of the vibrationally excited acetylene,k* , is determined.

2072 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 5, 1 August 2002
sion for the number of product ions can be derived
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@C2H3
1#/@C2H2

1#05k1 /k2@12exp~2k2@H2#t !# ~12!

with the sequential rate coefficient,k1 , for forming C2H3
1

products

k15k* gRabs/~A1krlx@H2#1k* @H2#) ~13!

and with the rate coefficient for loss of primary acetyle
ions

k25k11~krad1k3@H2# !. ~14!

In the linear regime of the temporal evolution of pro
ucts shown in Fig. 3 the effective rate of products is

Kt5D@C2H3
1#/@C2H2

1#0 /Dt

5k* @H2#gRabs/~A1krlx@H2#1k* @H2#). ~15!

Solving this equation fork* yields

k* 5Kt~A1krlx@H2#1k* @H2#)/~@H2#gRabs!. ~16!

Since the Einstein A coefficient is larger thankrlx@H2] or
k* @H2# as will be shown below,k* can be calculated with-
out a precise knowledge ofkrlx . The result fork* is 1.1
310210cm3/s for this particular rotational state in the lim
A@krlx@H2] 1k* @H2#. Assuming as an upper limit fo
krlx@H2] 1k* @H2#5kL* @H2#, wherekL is the collision limit
~see Table I!, the upper limit fork* in this approximation is
2.0310210cm3/s. It can be seen from the scatter in Fig.
that the error in the slope is about620%. For times larger
than about 6 seconds the increase in products levels off
nificantly. This finding is due to the finite number of trappe
ions which, according to the kinetics diagram, finally end
either as C2H3

1 or C2H4
1 products. Therefore the maximum

number of product ions is limited by the number of pare

n
FIG. 4. Density dependence of the C2H3

1 product signal. For small@H2#
number densities the signal increases linearly. A similar estimate fork* as
for the temporal dependence is derived from this behavior. The satura
effect for densities larger than 231011 cm23 is explained in the text. Using
the kinetics model shown in Fig. 2 values fork* andkrlx have been deter-
mined, see Table I. The solid line shows the best fit solution of the kine
model withkrlx51.3331029 cm3/s andk* 52.6310210 cm3/s. The dashed
lines represent the uncertainty limit for these values as given in Table

Schlemmer et al.
ions.
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The same effect can be seen when studying the num
of C2H3

1 product ions as a function of the H2 number den-
sity. A typical result of such a measurement is shown in F
4 for the same transition,P(9), aspumped during the tem
poral evolution in Fig. 3. The storage time is kept consta
t54 s, for all these measurements. For small@H2# number
densities the number of products increases linearly. For d
sities larger than (2 – 3)31011cm23 the yield levels off and
for densities larger 1012cm23 the yield tends to fall even
below that level~not shown in Fig. 4!. As for the temporal
evolution the linear regime can be used to determine the
coefficientk* . In analogy to Eq.~15! the slopeKn , where
the subscriptn refers to the density, is given by

Kn5@C2H3
1#/@C2H2

1#0 /@H2#

5k* DtgRabs/~A1krlx@H2#1k* @H2#). ~17!

In the low density limit,A@krlx@H2] 1k* @H2#, Eq. ~17! can
be simplified and solved fork* ,

k* 5KnA/~DtgRabs!. ~18!

In this limit k* is estimated to be about 1.6310210cm3/s.
Taking the finite value forkrlx@H21k* @H2# again into ac-
count one arrives at 2.9310210cm3/s when using the low
density slope given in Fig. 4. This value has a larger unc
tainty than the estimate using the temporal evolution of pr
ucts due to a larger scatter in the data points and due to
limited linear regime. However, within these limitations bo
estimates, temporal evolution and density dependence, a
reasonably well around 2310210cm3/s. Several conclusion
on the size of the other rates and rate coefficients can
drawn from these results. Their impact on the interpretat

of the C2H2
1* (v51,J8)1H2 collision will be discussed in

the following section.

DISCUSSION

The linear range of product formation has been used
derive reliable values for the rate coefficient of the react
of vibrationally and rotationally excited acetylene ions. Ne
reasons for the saturation effects seen in Figs. 3 and 4 wi
discussed. Whereas

A@krlx@H2] 1k* @H2# ~19!

was an assumption to simplify Eq.~17!, this relation must
hold for the linear regime of the density dependence. In
opposite case the number of products,@C2H3

1#/@C2H2
1#0 ,

would be independent of@H2# as can be easily seen from E
~17!. From this finding it can be concluded that the vibr
tional relaxation,krlx@H2], as well as the reaction,k* @H2#,
must be slower than the EinsteinA coefficient for densities
@H2#,231011cm23. Taking the estimated value fork* and
the EinsteinA coefficient of Table I inequality~19! holds. In
return the upper limit of the@H2# density can be derived fo
which a saturation in the density dependence is expec
Assumingkrlx!k* when comparing the only other value fo
krlx of excited C2H2

1 from a trap experiment~see Table I! to
k* from our first analysis, this limit should be about 2
31012cm23. This is far above the value where deviatio

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 5, 1 August 2002
from the linear response are observed in the present stu
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Using a similar argument nonlinear terms in the tempo
evolution should not appear on the time scale shown in F
3. Therefore saturation of the product signal is not occurr
due to competition of fluorescence and reaction but rat
due to the competition of association and reaction and
relaxation and reaction. The influence of association~in-
cluded ink2! can be seen when taking the second order te
in time in Eq.~12! into account which has been neglected
Eq. ~15!,

@C2H3
1#/@C2H2

1#05k1@H2#t21/2k1k2@H2#2t21O~ t3!.
~20!

In order to incorporate the more complete kinetics in
cated in Fig. 2 in the analysis of the density dependenc
set of four differential equations involving ground sta
acetylene, the vibrationally excited species, the associa
products and the protonated acetylene product

d/dt@C2H2
1#5~2gRabs2~krad@H2#1k3@H2#2!)@C2H2

1#

1~A1krlx@H2#)@C2H2
1#* , ~21!

d/dt@C2H2
1#* 51gRabs@C2H2

1] 2~A1krlx@H2#

1k* @H2#)@C2H2
1#* , ~22!

d/dt@C2H3
1#51k* @H2#@C2H2

1#* , ~23!

d/dt@C2H4
1#51~krad@H2#1k3@H2#2)@C2H2

1# ~24!

has been solved analytically. The solution for@C2H3
1# has

been used to simulate the behavior found in Fig. 4. The re
of the solid line curve shown in this figure is given in Tab
I. The dashed lines correspond to the error margins a
given in Table I. In the fit procedurek* andkrlx have been let
free. The rates for absorption and fluorescence have b
held fixed in accordance with the assumption made for
linear regime above. Rate coefficients for association h
been determined in a separate experiment without laser
their influence on the number of C2H3

1 products has been
checked in the simulation too.

With this simple fit procedure similar values fork* are
obtained as in the first analysis, since the linear incre
sensitively depends on this quantity. Of course other qua
ties related to the laser excitation and fluorescence play
equally important role for the number of products, as co
be seen already in Eq.~15!. Interestingly this figure only
depends on the ratio of the EinsteinA and B coefficients.
Therefore the outcome does not strongly depend on the
pole matrix element for the transition but rather on the sp
tral energy density of the laser light. This makes the res
robust against uncertainties of the calculated IR ba
intensities.17 The intensity of the laser light has an error ma
gin of roughly 30%–40% taking into account the uncerta
ties of the overlap of the ion cloud and the laser beam or
distribution of the laser power among the three to four mo
of the laser. This error and the error in determining the
solute@H2# number density are the major sources of error
k* . Despite these deficienciesk* is determined within a fac-

2073Reactions in an ion trap
dy.tor of 2. In Table I only the statistical error found in the fit
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procedure is given. In order to compare this rate coeffici
to the Langevin limit the rotational dependent values will
presented below.

Concerning the saturation effects the simulation sho
that the saturation level is very sensitive to changes in
rate coefficients for the association reaction as well as
changes in the one for relaxation. This is due to the fact
the rate to form C2H3

1 products is directly reduced by th
association reaction. In the simulation it has been found
an increased value of the association rate coefficient wo
lead even to a reduced number of products for higher de
ties. Relaxation, however, leads to a substantial decreas
C2H3

1 products only whenkrlx@H2] reaches the order of mag
nitude ofA, see Eq.~19!. Since there is no other free param
eter in our model the only way of explanation of the satu
tion effect is a large value for the rate coefficient
relaxation,krlx , see Table I and the simulation in Fig. 4.

As the C2H2
1(v51)1H2 collision is considered to be

without a barrier in the entrance channel, a C2H4
1 complex

will be formed at collision rate,kL . From this complex three
outcomes are possible,~i! reaction,~ii ! pure rotational relax-
ation which still leaves enough energy in the C2H2

1 reactant
to form C2H3

1 products in the next collision, and~iii !
vibrational–rotational relaxation. Outcome~ii ! is not distin-
guishable from~i! in the trap experiment and thus contribut
to k* . Vibrational–rotational relaxation~iii ! does not neces
sarily lead to vibrational ground state C2H2

1 . However, since
the energy of the lowest lying vibration of C2H2

1 exceeds the
endothermicity of the reaction, process~iii ! and the corre-
sponding rate coefficientkrlx is related to the formation o
vibrational ground state C2H2

1 . With these assumptions th
sum ofk* andkrlx adds up tokL . Sincek* ,kL , as seen in
this study, the rate coefficientkrlx can be expected to be o
the order of the collision rate,kL . In the simulation shown in
Fig. 4 we findkrlx between 0.81kL and 0.87kL ~dashed line!
which is indeed a substantial fraction of the Langevin ra
This result is indicative that the complex formation is ha
pening without dynamical restriction. A similar behavior h
been seen for the competition of rotational vs vibrationa
rotational relaxation of excited OH/OD(A 2S) in collisions
with Ar.18

Unfortunately no other measurements of the relaxat
rate coefficient for C2H2

11H2 collisions are available a
present. Relaxation processes for C2H2

11CH4 in a 22-pole
trap experiment reveal a rather small rate coefficient o
310211cm3/s.19 Since these studies were performed on
thermal~300 K–400 K! distribution of ions from a storage
ion source, bending modes are much more likely to be
cited and quenched in that study than then3 stretching vi-
bration which has been selectively excited in this work.

Using the difference frequency laser system kinet
studies could be made as a function of the rotational qu
tum number of the ground state acetylene ion. H2 densities
and storage times in these experiments were chosen in
linear regime,@H2#,331011cm23 and t52 s, in order to
assure a linear response of the number of C2H3

1 product ions.
As has been pointed out above in the spectrum a maxim
of 3% of the primary ions is converted to CH1 products.

2074 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 5, 1 August 2002
2 3
Therefore also the brighter, pulsed laser source does not g
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rise to the saturation effect which has been described ab
In view of the high spectral laser intensity this finding see
surprising. A closer inspection of the pulsed excitation p
cess reveals that in the current limit,Rabs~peak)Dtpulse.1,
the number of excited ions is restricted by the number
ground state parent ions rather than by the correspon
cw-excitation rate,Rabs~cw), see Table I. Therefore the rea
tion rates for the two different laser systems are not as
ferent as expected from the spectral energy densities.

With these remarks the difference between the obser
spectrum and the simulated spectrum shown in Fig. 1 is
to the dependence of the rate coefficient,k* , on the rota-
tional state of the vibrationally excited acetylene ion. Th
dependence is shown in Fig. 5. The absolute value is c
brated via the measurements on theP(9) transition using the
diode laser system. The apparent rate coefficient drops
50% when going fromN952 to N9510. To date it is not
clear what are the reasons for this rotational dependence
view of the model discussed to explain the low density sa
ration effect, the rotational dependence ofk* might indeed
be a rotational dependence ofkrlx which—in this model—
appears ink* via the relation

k* ~J8!5kL2krlx~J8!. ~25!

In fact it seems very likely that the rate for vibrational rela
ation increases with the rotational quantum number as
number of energetically accessible states increases acc
ingly.

Another interesting result of Fig. 5 is that the rate co
ficient does not seem to depend on the fine-structure sta
the primary ion since both subsets fall on the same li
Finally one can conclude that a substantial fraction of
collisions lead to reaction since the rate coefficient amou
to about 16% of the Langevin limit and for small rotation
quantum numbers even to about 40%, see Fig. 5 and Tab

All the results, especially the spectra and thus the ro
tional dependence ofk* have been reproduced many time
However, careful further checks on the signal depende
including the laser power, etc., have to be carried out.

FIG. 5. State specific rate coefficient for reaction~1!, k* , as a function of
the rotational state of the primary ion. Values for the two fine-structure st
~m: F1 , .: F2! show a similar decrease for higher rotational excitation.

Schlemmer et al.
ivesummary the results show that state specific preparation of
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ions with the use of chemical probing as a monitor, i.e., la
induced reaction, can reveal details on the dynamics of
collision system. However, theoretical support is needed
link the experimental results to details of the potential ene
surface, e.g., its anisotropy and possible coupling of state
the entrance channel.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES OF LASER INDUCED
REACTIONS

With its very high sensitivity and the possibility of ob
taining background free spectra of mass analyzed speci
is interesting to apply LIR spectroscopy to other ions, i
other reaction systems. In a more general scheme the r
tions and therefore the ions involved have to fulfill the fo
lowing requirements:~i! there must be a bimolecular reactio
which is slightly hindered~barrier or endothermicity!, ~ii ! if
there are competitive reaction channels they must be s
and~iii ! the reactivity must be enhanced by the laser exc
tion. At first sight this seems to restrict the number of po
sible candidates substantially. However, there is a wh
class of reactions including hydrocarbons, which are com
rable to the present system, e.g., C3H11H2.20 A second
class of reactions involves proton transfer as a way of che
cally probing the excitation of the parent ion. There is
third, huge class of reactions which are perfectly suited
low temperature studies: isotopic fractionation. Due to
difference in zero point energy isotope exchange react
are always hindered in one direction. Therefore laser indu
inhibition of isotope enrichment can serve as the spec
scopic signal.

Finally, instead of looking for unimolecular6 or bimo-
lecular reactions,9 a sensitive thermodynamic equilibrium
can be utilized for probing the laser excitation. With traps
is possible to establish a low temperature chemical equ
rium which is then altered upon laser excitation of one s
cies. For example, when storing H3

1 in the presence of H2 ,
the natural abundance of HD in H2 will lead to a large
H2D1/H3

1 ratio. This ratio is very sensitive to heating o
cooling the ensemble as can be seen from the large di

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 5, 1 August 2002
ences in composition when using parahydrogen instead
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normal hydrogen. As a consequence LIR can lead to a
matic perturbation serving as a very sensitive spectrosc
probe of parent as well as daughter ions.
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